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Nikon prostaff 5 ffp-bdc

This product has been archived nikon's PROSTAFF 5 Riflescope with the BDC Distance Lock function having an optical system located in the first focal plane that allows the rifler to maintain its scale and distance share on the target throughout the zoom range. The biggest benefits of these new BDC
Distance Lock-equipped riflecopies will be for those using Nikon's Spot On™ Ballistic Program and BDC reticles to compensate for falling bullets at extended ranges. So far, all of Nikon's rifles have been in the second plane, which means that the shooters increase from the lowest zoom to the highest, the
same size appears in your field of vision, but it changes in size depending on your goal. For Spot On users, this meant that the targets offered by the popular single-magnification ballistic app (usually the highest power). With the new BDC Distance Lock feature, which keeps everyone in the first contact
plane, the target points provided by the Spot On app will be the same, no matter what magnification the riflescope is set to. This is possible because with the first firing microscope on the plane, the reticle remains the same size relative to your goal. Several layers of anti-personal compounds on each glass
surface provide bright, vivid images and optimal light transmission from dawn to dusk. To simplify field settings, the riflecoke features Spring-Loaded Instant Zero-Reset Turrets. It also has comfortable eye relief, smooth zoom management and nitrogen is cleaned and the O-Ring closed for full water-
resistant, fuzzy and shock-resistant performance. PROSTAFF 5, like all Nikon rifle digs, is optimized for use with Nikon Spot On™ Ballistic Match Technology. The Spot On program provides users with precise target points on the BDC reticle for each load or ammunition in a given area. Spot He is free
online at NikonSportOptics.com/SpotOn and is now free for mobile devices including iPhone®, iPad® and Android™ platforms.NikonSportOptics.com/Spoton Excludes lost or stolen products and intentionally caused damage, and also excludes Nikon Rangefinders,Reflex Attractions, Red Dot Attractions,
StabilEyes Binoculars &amp; Specialty Optics. Lcd, Video, and Photo Gallery images are for illustrative purposes only. Wait, please... This item does not belong on this page. Thanks, we're going to look into this. Home / Nikon Prostaff 5 Ffp Sort by Appropriate Price Name Show 8163264 1 – 16 of 24 The
Nikon Prostaff 5 4.5-18x40 SF Riflescope, Matte, BDC, FFP 16367 Objective Lens Diameter: 40, Wiltion: 4.5 - 18, Reticle: BDC, Tube Diameter: 1, Reticle Focal Plane: First Focal Plane (FFP), Exit Pupil: 2.2, Field of View, Linear: 5.6 - 22.4, Eye Relief: 4, Color: Black, Weight: 45.86, Fabric/Material:
Aircraft-grade Aluminum Ley, Length: 19.49, Adjustment Type: MOA, Adjustment Click Value: 1/8, Adjustment Range: 40, Parallax: 50, Lens Material: Stakla, Optical Coating: Fully Multi-Coated, Light 95, Weather resistance: Rain resistance, Waterproof level: Waterproof, Shock-resistant: Yes, Fog
resistant: Yes, Finish: Mat, Zoom Type: Variable. is here on OpticsPlanet with amazing prices! Also check out more options for Nikon Pro-Staff 5 Riflescope - 4.5-18X41. Buy your new Nikon Prostaff 5 4.5-18x40 SF Riflescope, Matte, BDC, FFP 16367 from OptikePlanet today and you will appreciate the
easy billing process, fantastic customer service, Free Shipping policy and easy tracking information for your order. Features of Nikon ProStaff 5 Mutlicoated Hunting Riflescope: Spring-Loaded Instant Zero-Reset Turrets Fully Multicoated Optical System Patented BDC Reticle Available on Every Model 4-
Inch Constant Eye Relief 4x Zoom Technology at an Affordable Price Compatible With Spot On Custom Turret Quick Focus Eyepiece Waterproof/Fogproproof/Shockproof/Shockpro Of Package Contents: Nikon Prostaff 5 4.5-18x40 Rifle Scope for Hunters Home / Nikon Prostaff 5 Scopes Sort By
Relevance Price Name Show 8163264 1 - 16 of 43 Top positive reviewAll positive review: Aaron5.0 of 5 starsExcellent Glass! Very precise and nightly! Screened in the United States on April 12, 2018Mounted on my Tikka T3x stainless with Warne volume rings in the chamber in 6.5 Creedmore this
makes for an incredibly accurate setting. At 25 meters I heard with the help of 3 spheres, moved to 100 meters distance and combined shots with the highest range of about 3/4. I'm not an experienced shooter. I've got about 35 rounds on the guns of various friends. They were chambered in 7mm RM, 30-
06, and 30-30 with open sights. I have a lot of experience with a gun. By the end of the day, I was constantly making holes in the paper. This glass is a great addition to my installation. I will say that the cross hair is thicker than I would like at maximum magnification (being ffp reticle grows with
magnification), but not so large I could not achieve a high degree of accuracy. Reticle will cover (completely blocked) 1 target per 100 meters. The adjustments used by the domes were accurate and calculated. The relief of the eyes was generous. I never felt like I was getting closer to scale. The Nikon
spot on the ballistics app was right on the money with a 25 metre view in. He said it was 25 meters low at 100 meters, and then my first shot at 100 meters was a perfectly concentric hole in the bulls' eye of an 8-inch target! Goal!
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